
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EQUITY OVEREVIEW 

 Forward P/E: 66.4x 
 Current  Ratio: 4.4x 
 Beta: 1.176 
 YTD Return: 32.42% 

 Ticker: TWTR (NYSE) 
 52 Week Range:$22.36 – $80.75 
 Market Cap: $57.83 B 
 4/13/21 Close: $72.45 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION & OWNERSHIP 

DESCRIPTION: Twitter Inc, is a leading microblogging social media service. Branded under “It’s what’s happening” 
Twitter seeks to be the go-to place for users to discuss and engage with real-time or trending current events. The firm 
offers advertisers Promoted Products in the form of Tweets, Trends, and Accounts targeted at specific users, a full suite 
of ad campaign analytics, and licenses platform data to third parties. Twitter plans to add a premium subscription 
feature under the umbrella “Super Follow” which gives users the option to pay for exclusive content. OWNERSHIP: 
TWTR is 77.8% owned by institutions. Top Holders include: Vanguard (10.44%), Morgan Stanley (8.04%), BlackRock 
(6.67%), and State Street (4.5%). In Q4 2020, 354 institutions increased positions buying 61.5 million shares while 328 
institutions reduced positions in selling 43.7 million shares. Insiders have been actively buying in 2021. 

Primary Growth Catalysts 
 Introduction of new features to compete with other 

platforms expected to attract higher mDAU growth 
 Introduction of subscription services opens the firm up 

to recurring revenue; tends to trade at higher multiples 
 Reduction in cost per ad engagement with simultaneous 

increase in ad engagement; optimistic signal for goal of 
attaining 50/50 brand-performance ad ratio 

 iOS privacy changes harm competitors much more 
 Highest rate of engineer / developer hiring began in 

2020 and expected to grow more in 2021 
 Insiders & institutions primarily adding shares despite 

recent rise in price to an all-time high 

Twitter has a history of underperformance compared to its peers and their relative index. We believe that trend is 
going to change and even reverse in the intermediate/long term. Twitter has a slew of catalysts with the potential to 
enable outperformance of its relative sector index, XLC. Notable developments include recent introductions in new 
platform features as well as investments in building out a robust recurring revenue program. Adding new features 
is instrumental to retaining mDAUs, something Twitter has historically struggled with. Spaces, Fleets, Revue, broad 
Super Follows, and others will enable the firm to attract and retain more mDAUs. Further, the Super Follow 
program establishes streams of recurring revenue, which will not only enable Twitter to better monetize users, but 
recurring revenue has historically been shown to lead firms into trading at higher multiples. To support these 
developments, Twitter has been and continues to hire large numbers of technical staff and increasing overall R&D 
expense as a percentage of sales. Recent changes in iOS data policies bode well for Twitter when analyzed alongside 
competitors. Twitter extracts user data from on platform activity, while others track users across a multitude of 
apps, leaving Twitter unscathed from this change. Moreover, increase in efficiency and effectiveness of advertising 
through cost reduction and engagement increases will enhance achievement of 50/50 brand-performance ads. 
Lastly, institutions and insiders continue to increase their positions in Twitter, suggesting the current rise in price 
has room to run. These factors lead us to believe Twitter is the optimal choice for sector outperformance.  

CATALYSTS & RISKS  

Primary Investment Risks 
x Failure to introduce new features in an effectively 

monetized way  
x Slower than peers to incorporate new features may result 

in losing out on digital ad dollars 
x Continued absentmindedness from certain executives   
x Data privacy laws and regulation have the potential to 

adversely impact company’s main lines of revenue 
x Slower than expected user growth and adoption of new 

subscription features 
x Inability to attain 50/50 brand-performance ratio 

OVERALL INVESTMENT THESIS  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

APPENDIX: Valuation Models  DCF 

APPENDIX: Valuation Models  Comps 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


